Monitoring interhospital transfers in Western Greece during 2003-2011: its role in health policy.
Interhospital transfers (ITs) could provide insight into regional healthcare efficiency and evidence for policy-making. The aim of this study was to analyse ITs carried out in the Western Greece region over a nine-year period. Archives of the National Center of Emergency Medical Services of Patras and official healthcare resources were used to analyze patient transfers from rural to 'reception' hospitals in the area, during the period 2003-2011, by hospital, medical, seasonal and population variations. A total of 2500 ITs from the eight rural hospitals to the central ones in the metropolitan area of Patras were monitored yearly. Transfer rates per population ranged between less than 0.3% and more than 1.0%. Only a few patients transferred outside the area (0.9%). Almost 10% of total transfers regarded diagnostic evaluation (mostly CT scan). Transfer rates were inversely related to hospital admission rates (Pearson -0.973, p=0.027), while time (in minutes) (Pearson -0.903, =0.036) and distance (in kilometers) between the rural and central hospitals (Pearson -0.907, p=0.034) also exhibited significant relationships. The level of understaffing does not have a clear effect on ITs. By monitoring ITs, it becomes evident where efforts should be prioritized and which of the interconnections should be optimized in a specific network of health care. In this case, interventions should be focused towards the (a) very high transfer rates from the general hospital (GH) of Aigio, (b) lack of orthopedists at GH Kalavryta, which could provide a 24 hour emergency service in a tourist ski area, (c) understaffing in the microbiological laboratory and lack of a CT scanner at GH Mesologi, and (d) lack of radiologists in several hospitals, rendering the installed equipment worthless. By monitoring the ITs, real needs and win-win actions may emerge in the complex interplay of infrastructural factors.